A continuous linear operator on a complex Banach space of dimension greater than 1 which is strictly cyclic with respect to its commutant is shown to have a nontrivial closed invariant subspace.
M^{0}, MjtX and A(M)<= M'.
Theorem.
If A is an operator on X which is strictly cyclic with respect to its commutant, then either (i) the null space of some nonzero element of iA)' is nonzero, or (ii) the range of each noninvertible element of iA)' is nondense. Thus A has an invariant subspace.
Proof. The final assertion follows immediately from (i) and (ii). Assume that {Sx:SeiA)'} = Xand that (i) does not occur. Then each nonzero element of (A)' is one-to-one and hence the mapping S^>-Sx of (A)' into X is a continuous one-to-one linear mapping of (A)' onto X. The Open Mapping Theorem implies the existence of a positive number K such that (1) JfT||S|| = g&cll for all S in (A)'. Now let T be a noninvertible element of (A)' and let N be the closure of the range, T(X), of T. Since {Sx:SeiA)'} = X, {TSx:SeiA)'} = TiX). Thus if N=X, there exists a sequence {Sn} of elements of iA)' such that limn_^oe TSnx=x. Inequality (1) now implies that lim"^oe \\TSn-I\\=0, where / is the identity operator on X. Therefore, if« is sufficiently large, TSn is invertible and hence Tis onto. We now have Tone-to-one and onto. A second application of the Open Mapping Theorem tells us that T is invertible, contradicting our choice of T. Thus N¿¿X and the proof is complete.
